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Hares: Gorgeous & Fungus
phuket-hhh.com

Can you ID which couple are celebrating 20 years of marriage?
The entry access lane to the laager had one nasty hole surrounded by
ruts. Early on Jaws parked to one side forcing all arriving cars into the
hole if they weren't careful and Murkury was first, running the front tire
of his truck directly into the hole. Instead of reversing out he tried again
and again to go forward. Eventually he accepted advice and backed out
then parked meters from the hole immediately complaining there was no
place to dump his concrete rubble from home, which Fungus invited
him to put into the hole he was just stuck in. This worked so well he
went back home for a second load. (Murkury was Royal Air Force!)
First on scene at a laager site is the beer truck but when they arrived today there was no
sign indicating where to set up. Butt Plug called Fungus which didn't help much
because Gorgeous hadn't put up any signs at the laager because he was busy fixing his
truck that had overheated. Earlier he was stuck on the hill with a dead battery and
Fungus had to push him in reverse then forward to start the beast. It wasn't Gorgeous'
day. Following several calls to Fungus the beer truck finally set up inside a Chinese
graveyard we are not allowed to enter then Gorgeous called Fungus to say the beer truck
wasn't at the laager—oh they will be in about 2 minutes Fungus told him, and they're
angry!!
Today's trails interestingly wound around the base of the hills before the runners were
split off to climb to the top of a ridge with great views before working through a few

ravines, water courses and jungle before rejoining the flat incoming trail the walkers
were on. With no mean dogs or severe drop offs or barbed wire or angry land owners
the run was simply great and enjoyable for everyone. The hares even provided a few
shortcuts for the infirm and obese so Jaws was the first one back and the main pack back
in 54 minutes. Good Run was in the making.
Our special treat today was a spread with spicy curry chicken
sandwiches, fried chicken, minni meet balls, all sponsored by
Too Old To Fuck and Good Jobs in celebration of their
surviving 20 years of marriage. To top this off, Too Old To
Fuck announced 30 baht beers. Good Run was in the making.
Within the run offenses being a bit lacking due to it being such a good
run that Gorgeous came in asking who was behind his 100-hare shirt
showing his name spelled as Gorgous. Fungus, who had designed the
shirt, tried escaping the blame explaining Gorgeous had always
wanted a Middle Eastern dish named after him, like Couscous. Nice
try Fungus. GM Not Long Enough got in the French announcing that
WW III had just started the French had already surrendered.
Philthy Pisshead served as today's steward and mainly
commented after each attempt at humor, “well, that didn't
work”. Pulling in Cock Taster, JC, Gorgeous, Manneken Pis,
Always Wet and Not Long Enough he asked each what they
would do if they were the next GM to improve the hash.
Gorgeous was dismissed first because he might not live that
long and the idea collapsed when Cock Taster asked what GM meant! PP informed the
circle that Prince Charles was isolating with COVOD 19 and Prince Andrew was
isolating with Jennifer 14. Well done Philthy and let this serve to show that anybody can
be a steward. You don't need to be funny but it's helpful to have survival skills.
Ice Arse called in Gorgeous and Fungus retelling of their bus ride in Glasgow when
there were no seats available. Two young, hot-looking babes got up and offered their
seats to these old guys who exploded rudely at the girls screaming that just because they
were old and short they didn't need sympathy. After a few minutes of Gorgeous and
Fungus berating these girls a woman stood up in the back of the bus and yelled for G &
F to shut up and when they got home tonight Snow White was going to kick their asses!
14 virgins were properly iced, returners and departers recognized before
the runmaster put the circle to the test, which the hares easily passed.
Good Run was called and the Circle closed...
ON ON, Scribe, Fungus see more pictures

